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Abstract – Best practices provide convenient, but
general, guidelines for authoring web content; however,
as general guidelines, they cannot possibly provide the
best advice for every context. Testing is required to know
if their application works in a specific context. However,
testing web content is challenging, especially content
that does not support the funnel-shaped interactions
typically found in commerce-oriented web sites. This
paper presents the case of an experiment that tested how
varying two common best practices for web content—
content
minimalism
and
visual
navigational
affordances—affected software developers’ perceptions
and task performance. Applying these best practices
improved some metrics as expected, but also reduced or
had no measurable effect on others. The experience
from this case study revealed opportunities for
innovation in web-content authoring: (1) describing best
practices to include the contexts in which they are most
effective and the factors they might improve, (2)
developing methods for modeling audience requirements
and goals as they relate to the effective use of
information concepts and visual design, and (3)
improving the tools and methods used to measure web
content and integrate such measurements into the
authoring process.
Index Terms – Authoring for the web, Best practices,
Case study, Web analytics.
INTRODUCTION
Best practices and rules-of-thumb provide efficient
shortcuts and guides; however, and almost by definition,
they are approximations and generalizations. As such,
knowing the context in which a practice is actually a best
practice and knowing the effects that a given practice has
in a specific context are critical to achieving the desired
results in real-world applications, or, more to the point, in
your applications. Knowing how a practice will affect
your content is essential to selecting the practices that
work for your content, your audience, and your
organization. The diverse and often conflicting goals that
much web content must meet make selecting and
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validating content practices difficult, while the value to be
gained by validating and improving content practices
makes this an area ripe for innovation.
Best practices for web content generally start out with
the best of intentions—to help ease the pressure that
authors face when they create content. However, the
contexts in which the practices have been demonstrated to
improve some aspect of the web-content experience tend,
over time, to lose their finer points, eventually becoming
only a catch phrase or slogan [1]. Many authors of web
content are familiar with some of the more popular bestpractices-turned-catch phrases in web-content authoring,
such as, “Less is more,” “cut-cut-cut,” and “people don’t
read, they scan [web content].” These so-called best
practices have become so prevalent that an entire web site
(uxmyths.com) was created to catalog them.
While their abbreviated forms make catchy seminar
titles, tweets, and bullet points, their condensed forms
lack the nuance and context that gave them their original
value. Further, when separated from the context for which
they were developed, they become too easy to generalize
and apply in situations for which they were not intended
and for which they may not be effective. “Cut! Cut! Cut!”
for example, is the catch phrase (or perhaps, the battle
cry) for simply “write what readers want to read (no more
and no less).” The latter may be more pedestrian, but
“Cut! Cut! Cut!” omits the difficult, yet critically
important, prerequisite of knowing what the reader wants
to read.
The devolution of best practices into catch phrases
would quickly correct itself if suitable feedback systems
existed to test the effect of a practice, best or otherwise.
For web sites with a funnel-shaped interaction, many
tools are available to instrument and assess tasks that are
accomplished completely in a web context. (Funnelshaped interactions are found in web sites designed to
attract a large population and direct them to a specific
task—such as to make a purchase—a task flow that is
frequently depicted as a funnel.) However, for web
content produced to satisfy tasks and reader goals that
cannot be completed in a web context, comparatively few
tools are available for assessing its success in meeting
reader needs. Web sites with educational content, self-

help content, and reference content support readers as
they perform tasks outside of the web and do not have a
funnel-shaped interaction. As such, tools and metrics
oriented around funnel-shaped interactions do not model
or represent reader interactions with these sites very well.
Applying metrics designed for funnel-shaped interactions
in such cases can produce inappropriate and perhaps
misleading data that could potentially encourage
continuing practices that do not accomplish the content’s
goals for readers or organizations.
The experiment in this case study [2] provides an
example in which the best practices it tested (content
minimalism and use of visual design to provide
navigational affordances) delivered unexpected results in
a common, non-funnel-shaped interaction. The
experiment measured reader performance as taskcompletion time and task accuracy and also measured
readers’ perceptions of the content’s professionalism and
credibility. The experiment tested the application of two
best practices to API reference topics and found that some
metrics improved, as expected, some unexpectedly
degraded, and, in some cases, made no difference. This
paper reviews the context in which these results were
obtained and how the best practices applied could be
described better to predict their effects more accurately.
The experiment’s findings identified opportunities for
innovation in the methods and instruments used to
describe best practices, content goals, and content
measurement. Making it easier to collect meaningful data
about web content that does not have a funnel-shaped
interaction can help improve how authoring practices are
described and selected. Ultimately, improving authoring
practices and evaluation methods will improve content
experiences for readers.
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
The best practices applied and tested in the experiment
described later in the case study are found in practitioner
and academic references and do not seem limited to a
particular genre. These best practices are reviewed here.
Reducing the length of web content is a recurring best
practice. In the 1980s, Carroll presented work on the
advantages of minimal content in task instructions [3],
proposed Minimal Instruction in the 1990s [4,5], and
critically reviewed it in 1998 [6]. Jakob Nielsen has
published articles since the 1990s that describe how little
people read on the web—encouraging shorter, more
succinct content [7-9]. Redish [10] encourages shorter
content over longer content; however, how short “short”
is depends on the context—that is the readers and their
goals [1,10,11]. The experiment described in this case
study based its definition of “short” on prior research into
the content of API documentation [12-15] and
operationalized the variable as information-concept
elements [2].

Redish [10], Nielsen [8], and Krug [16], to name a
few, also recommend that web pages provide navigational
affordances such as visually distinct headings that support
skimming. Stating that, “online, readers skim and scan”
and that they do not read, they suggest using visually
distinctive headings to help facilitate such interaction.
An attractive visual appearance is also encouraged as a
best practice for web content [10,17]. Best practices
abound for effective use of typography, color, layout, and
other visual style elements to improve readability [10,18]
and to instill confidence in the content [19]. The
variations of visual styles and affordances used in the
experiment described here were derived from variations
observed in API reference documentation [14] and visual
design guidelines presented in popular best practices as
seen applied in open-source API reference documentation
[2].
The context of web content in the eyes of readers can
be studied and described as personas [10,20,21], which
can provide insight into use cases and reader goals that
inform content and document design.
While the preceding best practices mention audience
context and readers’ goals, their context and goals do not
always map audience characteristics directly to content
elements (either in terms of information or context).
Many encourage empirical testing of web-content
performance, ideally in a closed feedback loop that
applies “best practices,” observes the result, makes
adjustments, and then takes new measurements [10,21].
Unfortunately, observing and measuring the result can be
problematic. If readers’ goals for reading the web content
lie outside of the web experience, measuring readers’
success in achieving their goals with such content can be
difficult [22].
The funnel-shaped interactions found in e-commerce
and similar, action-oriented (and often, revenue
generating) web content are compelling for several
reasons. The funnel accurately describes common, and
ideally profitable, use cases. Their convergence towards a
single goal, such as a purchase, makes the use case easy
to understand and measure. Their popularity, focused
goals, and profitability have motivated the development
of many measurement and analysis tools.
There exist, however, many sites with interactions that
are not funnel-shaped. Brandt et al. [23] described a
software development scenario that is similar to those of
the experiment. The scenario and tasks converge towards
a goal—completing a programming task—but that goal
exists outside of the web experience. While the webinteractions they observed helped their participants
advance towards completing software development tasks,
the web-interactions and related software development
actions converged to a point outside of the web. The web
interaction in the scenario that Brandt et al. observed is an
intermittent one in which readers dip in and out of the
web content. The web content plays an important, yet

only supporting, role in accomplishing readers’ goals. In
contrast, with funnel-shaped interactions, the goals and
the supporting steps to achieve those goals generally exist
entirely within the context of the web site. Funnelinteraction metrics, such as bounce rate [24], that indicate
a content failure in a funnel-shaped interaction (bounce
rate describes how often readers visited a page and left
after only a short time) indicate the expected, if not
desired, interaction in the case of a reference topic, such
as Brandt et al. observed.
For authors of content designed for a funnel-shaped
use case, best practices are plentiful as are the tools to
measure and optimize their effectiveness in a specific
context. Authors and stakeholders of content that does not
support a funnel-shaped use case, however, are at a
comparative disadvantage. Assumptions and scenarios on
which best practices for funnel-shaped interactions are
based, might not apply to scenarios that do not have a
funnel-shaped interaction. The experiment described in
this case study is such an example.

that the topic contained the information and indicated the
location in the topic that most influenced their decision.
After each measured task, participants responded to a
perception questionnaire and after participants completed
all tasks, they had the option to register for a chance to
win an Amazon gift certificate.

CASE STUDY REVIEW
This case study reviews an experiment that tested the
effects of two common best practices and produced
unexpected results [2]. The best practices tested
concerned the topic (document) length, as measured by
the number of unique information concepts, and the
number of visual-design elements used. The experiment
tested software developers’ task-completion performance
and their perceptions of the topics’ professionalism and
credibility as they performed information-seeking tasks
with application programming interface (API) reference
topics.
The experiment used sample topics taken from opensource API reference documentation and varied their
content and appearance based on the best practices of
content minimalism and visual navigational affordances.
Figure 1 is an example of a topic variation that applies
neither best practice and Figure 2 is an example of a topic
variation that applies both best practices by adding visual
design elements and navigation affordances and reducing
the content to a minimum. Each topic in the experiment
had four variations to test each combination of the two
best practices studied. The experiment measured how the
application of these best practices influenced software
developers’ task performance and perceptions.
The experiment was conducted as an online, remote,
unmoderated, user-experience survey. Participants were
invited through a snowball sampling method and
completed a demographic questionnaire. Participants were
guided through a practice task before performing up to
four measured tasks, each of which consisted of: (1) a
scenario describing a situation and the information to seek
and (2) a topic in which to find the information requested
of the scenario. Participants indicated whether they felt

FIGURE 1. EXAMPLE OF TOPIC VARIATION WITH FEW
VISUAL-DESIGN ELEMENTS AND MANY INFORMATION
CONCEPTS

FIGURE 2. EXAMPLE OF TOPIC VARIATION WITH MANY
VISUAL-DESIGN ELEMENTS AND FEW INFORMATION
CONCEPTS

We expected the experimental conditions that applied
the best practices to show significantly faster taskcompletion time and higher ratings of readers’ perception
of the topics’ professionalism and credibility. Rather than
striking and significant differences, the results we
observed were mixed. For example, while the participants
who used versions of the topics with fewer information
concepts (the best practice) completed the informationseeking tasks more quickly than those who used topics
with more information concepts, the shorter topics were
considered to be less credible and less professional than
the longer topics. Participants who used topics with more
visual design elements and navigation affordances (the
best practice) completed the tasks as quickly as
participants given topics with fewer visual design
elements did. At the same time, participants who used
topics with more visual design elements and navigation
affordances reported them to be more credible and
professional than those who used topics without fewer
design elements.
On average, participants in the experiment spent an
average of 44 seconds reading the document presented for
each information-seeking task—about the time required to
read each document completely two times.
DISCUSSION
Observations from the experiment in this case study
reveal how the effects of different best practices can
interact and how, in the experiment’s context at least, can
provide unexpected results. This section reviews the
experiment’s findings in the context of the best practices
that were applied and some of the questions the findings
raised.
Do Readers Skim, Read, or do Both?
The assertion that readers do not read web content,
rather they simply skim it for snippets of information,
does not completely describe the results observed in this
experiment. The average time that participants spent
evaluating the topics in this experiment was long enough
to read the topics completely almost two times.
Unfortunately, no eye-tracking data were collected during
the experiment to know whether they were skimming,
reading, or, most likely, some combination of both as
McGovern describes [25]. Reading, skimming, or both,
the time spent on each topic seems quite long to consist of
only skimming.
The experiment timed the duration required for
participants to evaluate the topic and complete their
information-seeking task and after completing the timed,
information-seeking task, participants indicated the spot
in the document that most influenced their decision. That
the information-seeking tasks were completed more
quickly in the topics with fewer information unique
information concepts suggests that the best practice to

reduce the amount of content in a topic encourages faster
access; however, it does not provide any information
about how they read the topics.
In the absence of eye-tracking data, which is difficult
to collect in an unmoderated, remote survey, some
information about the reading patterns could be inferred
by comparing the time required to find the information in
the topic and the location of the information as indicated
by the participant. A high positive correlation between
distance from the top of the topic and the time spent in the
topic might suggest that participants were following a
linear path to the information while a low or negative
correlation could suggest that the participant was
following a more complex pattern to locate the
information.
How Minimal is too Minimal?
The notion of what constitutes minimal content is very
task, audience, and context specific. Since Carroll’s initial
publications on the topic, it has been the subject of much
interpretation and misapplication [6]. A recurring theme
in the discussion is the importance of matching the
content to the task, audience, and context, which seems
difficult to do in practice without effective methods to
model and evaluate these parameters. While participants
using the shorter topic variations in the experiment (fewer
information concepts) completed information-seeking
tasks more quickly than those using the longer topic
variations (more information concepts), they perceived
the topics with fewer concepts to be less credible and
professional. In this case, depending on which property
was most valuable to the author or the author’s
organization, less information might or might not be
better than more.
These observations illustrate several problems with
applying best practices out of their intended context. The
first problem concerns how to know when your context
and key performance metric match those that a particular
best practice will improve—in this case, what criteria
were used to identify the task, audience, and context of a
document and how those properties translate to the
application of a specific best practice. The next challenge
that web-content developers face is to identify and
operationalize the measures that will tell them whether
their content is having the desired effect. Many of the web
tools available for commercial content can be applied to
measure reader tasks that can be completed in a web
context; however, measuring tasks for which the web
content plays only a supporting role is more difficult.
Is Reading Behavior Motivated by Task or Genre?
One possible explanation for the unexpected results
seen in the experiment is that other factors had a greater
or overwhelming influence on the experiment’s measured
values than the best practices did. One aspect of the
experiment reviewed in this study that might not be

apparent to those who are unfamiliar with API reference
documentation is that such content tends to follow a
familiar format—a format that has changed very little in
over 30 years [2,14,15]. The document variations used in
the experiment also followed this pattern. It is possible,
although not tested in the experiment, that the
participants’ information-seeking and reading patterns
were influenced by their expectations of the document
genre and that these expectations had a greater influence,
or initial influence, on their reading pattern than the
experiment’s variations of navigation element design and
the number of information concepts. If this were the case,
then the most influential best practice for design of
documents in this genre could be simply “follow the
existing or established pattern.” If the pattern or readers’
expectation of a pattern is strong, other document
variations might have little effect on readers’ perception
or performance.
While the genre of API reference documentation and
API documentation, in general, has been fairly consistent
over the past several decades, it is also a frequent object
of dissatisfaction among its target audience of software
developers [12,26]. In recent years, however, API
reference topic design has started to show signs of
evolving.
API
documentation
generators
for
Representational State Transfer (REST) APIs that have
been increasing in popularity and population are
experimenting with new layouts to address how those
APIs are developed and used (examples include
swagger.io, box.com, readme.io). While these new
formats push the frontiers of the API documentation genre
and they have been generally well received, it is still too
early to tell whether the genre will evolve to
accommodate new technologies or return to the format
that has endured the past several decades.
What is the Goal of the Content?
The experiment illustrated the importance of knowing
the goal or goals of the content—specifically, measuring
the values that reflect how well the content is achieving
those goals. Applying best practices in the experiment had
varying effects on the measured variables. The topic
variations in the experiment with fewer information
concepts showed faster reading-task performance, while,
at the same time, participants’ rated the topics’
professionalism and credibility lower. While there might
be a shortage of meaningful metrics for measuring a given
content goal, web content provides no shortage of aspects
that can be measured. Knowing which measurement
reflects how well the content is achieving its goal is
essential not only to applying the practices that will
improve the content, but also to not being distracted by
measurements that do not measure what is important.

CONCLUSION
The experiment described in this case study illustrates
an example of how applying so-called best practices to
web content produced results that were not entirely well
informed by the best practices. Part of the experiment’s
surprise resulted from the best practices not providing
sufficient context—or having lost their context over
time—so as to predict their effect in a specific application
in advance. If a best practice is not always a best practice,
the context in which it is should be clear. If the context of
a best practice cannot be clearly specified, the testing of
its application should be a priority. If a practice’s context
cannot be specified nor its effects tested, then can it really
be a best practice? In the experiment, the nature of the
documents tested made it difficult to state reader goals in
a way that could be measured solely by web-based
analytics because they supported a task in which readers’
goals existed mostly outside of the web experience.
The difficulty in characterizing the contexts and effects
of a given best practice is further complicated by
difficulty in measuring the performance of web content
that supports an interaction that is not funnel-shaped. In
content that is not designed for a funnel-shaped
interaction, it is difficult to know which practices are
really the best for the effects their application will have. A
shortage of accurate models and measurement methods in
this scenario provides many opportunities for innovation.
The easier it becomes to collect and analyze
information about how content is performing, and then to
apply that knowledge towards improving the content, the
more likely such an iterative process can be adopted to
improve the content. As the modeling factors and content
goals become more known and accepted, they can be
incorporated into the authoring tools used to create and
update content. The real opportunity is to make the
process of collecting, analyzing, and incorporating data
about readers’ goals a natural part of the content
authoring process. Ideally, collecting and applying this
information would become an authoring practice that is as
natural as formatting a paragraph.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUTURE WORK
This case study presented an experiment that tested
two common best practices for designing web content and
found that the best practices did not influence
performance as expected and, in some cases, negatively
affected perception. While this study presented only one
case, it highlights some of the aspects of best practices
that warrant scrutiny before a practice is applied to a
specific case. Understanding the goals of the content, the
goals of the audience when they use the content, and
goals for which a best practice actually improves the
content are important considerations. Unfortunately, as
vital as that information is, it is often difficult to obtain
and apply. Finally, the experiment demonstrated the value

of testing web content. In this case, the experiment
measured the effects of variations in the information
concept count and visual design elements in a specific
context that provided feedback that could be applied to
the content authoring practices. The experiment had
detailed instrumentation to measure the effects that the
best practices had on the readers’ performance and
perceptions. Innovations in the aspects that the
experiment studied could make it easier to perform such
testing in the future and help identify and refine the
practices applied to web content.
Content Goals versus Practice Goals
One could argue that the best practices applied in the
experiment are not intended to reduce task-performance
time or improve readers’ perceptions of API reference
topics and, as such, the experiment’s results should come
as no surprise. Such an argument would be valid,
however, if the practices were described such that an
informed decision could be made in advance. Ideally, the
list of applicable or exceptional use cases and the
improvements one could expect would have been stated
with the best practices. For example, a best practice could
provide that information if it were stated as, “in online
informational content, reducing the word count 50%
reduces the reader’s task performance time by 20%.”
Such a claim, of course, would be risky to make in the
absence of a more comprehensive context. Yet, the much
less specific “best practice” of “Cut! Cut! Cut!” is
repeated frequently.
Following some best practices to their logical
extremes is clearly absurd. Taking “Cut! Cut! Cut!” to
one extreme suggests that the best results would be found
with no content whatsoever. Taken to the other extreme, it
would suggest that continuing to add content would
ultimately make the result valueless. In reality, and as
many best practices state in their original form, most best
practices describe a sweet spot or an optimal application.
For web content, knowing where the optimal application
of a practice is requires both accurate audience modeling
(to get as close as possible to the optimum on the first try)
and testing in context (to learn how to adjust your model
and the resulting practice). Unfortunately, the methods for
determining the optimum application of a practice are
difficult and have become lost in the sloganization of the
practices.
The experiment described in this study identified an
example of where applying best practices had a mixed
influence on the aspects measured compared to what was
anticipated or expected. The shortcoming is not so much
with the best practices, but with the ability to map best
practices to specific contexts and then to test the
applications in context. At the same time, the experiment
provides a ripe context for identifying opportunities for
innovation in audience modeling, content modeling to

meet business needs, instrumentation and authoring
processes, and sharing information across genres
Opportunities in Audience Modeling
There are many opportunities to improve how
audiences are modeled, how those models relate to the
content that helps audiences achieve their goals, and the
measurements taken to evaluate the success of the model.
Task analysis of readers is not novel; however, it is not
particularly easy to perform or translate to specific
practices. The time pressures that practitioners face
require that audience modeling and analysis methods be
as quick and easy to apply as possible. The process of
analyzing an audience in a way that more directly informs
the content requirements needs to be easier to accomplish,
especially for content that does not support a funnelshaped interaction.
Audience modeling must clearly describe how the
content supports readers and organizational goals.
Without a clear relationship between the audience model
and the content goals, it will be impossible to identify the
content that the audience requires, how well the content
meets those requirements, and what should be improved,
if it does not.
Existing audience modeling methods, such as
segmentation and personas, can be time-consuming and
expensive, which makes them difficult to apply when
time and budget are in short supply. Innovations are
needed in ways to make collecting, applying, refining,
and sharing this information less expensive and less timeconsuming.
Opportunities in Content Modeling to Meet Business
Needs
As with audience modeling, opportunities exist to
improve how to model content goals that suit the needs of
other stakeholders such that the organization’s goals are
met. Modeling business goals and reader goals in terms of
content requirements can be challenging, even when
readers’ goals and organizational goals are confined to the
web experience. When either or both of those goals are
supported by, but exist outside of, the web experience,
modeling and measuring them become much more
challenging. The opportunity in this area is to develop
goal models that support reader goals that are outside of,
the web experience.
Opportunities exist in professional and academic fields
to explore this modeling from a broader perspective.
Supporting a broader view of readers’ and organizational
goals will enable those goals to be expressed and
measured in ways that are not artificially constrained to a
web-only experience. After the goals of the audience,
content, and organization can be modeled in a consistent
and coherent form, instrumenting and measuring how the
content performs with regard to those goals will become
more straightforward.

Opportunities in Instrumentation and Authoring
Processes
Innovations in goal modeling, instrumentation and
content authoring processes can occur in parallel—
iterating off each other. Effective test and measurement
methods that are easy to apply and not limited to the webexperience are necessary to support more general content
models. Improved instrumentation is also necessary to
enable the use of informal and expedient modeling
methods that can then be refined in iterations over time.
Innovations in instrumentation and modeling,
however, must be accompanied by innovations in the
authoring process. An iterative authoring process that is
supported by planning, authoring, publishing, and
measurement tools is necessary to apply the information
gleaned from the improved instrumentation.
Opportunities in Sharing Information
Creating innovations to improve sharing information
across web-content genres and applications will help
accelerate the iterative cycle of innovation in all genres. A
good place to start is identifying what we already know
about modeling and measurement from other genres. For
example, take our understanding of the methods and
measurements used by commercial web content designed
for funnel-shaped interactions and identify how they can
(and cannot) be applied to other genres. The innovations
will likely come in the form of finding ways to share that
information in a way that enables the information to be
applied to other types of content.
Another opportunity exists in sharing ways to develop
authoring practices that support an iterative feedback
cycle. Many genres of web content exist that are written
to support goals and actions outside of a web context, so
there are many opportunities to share and learn. While it
might seem most practical to develop these models
separately and specifically for each genre, with
innovations in these areas, there is an opportunity to
develop them in way that facilitates learning and sharing
from other genres such that they all improve more
quickly.
The Best Best Practice
If this case study has identified a universal best
practice, it is to test, measure, and iterate the content.
While this is not a new discovery, this study identifies
some of the challenges writers face trying to apply it. For
this practice to be applied more frequently requires
innovation in the areas described here—and, most likely,
in many more areas that are not described here.
Developing methods to share and learn from the different
genres will take advantage of what we already know and
accelerate our learning of what we do not know.
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